
ISSUE NO. 4



CLICK acts as a voice for photographers. It's an attempt to
make everyone explore and learn more about photography &
film making and let aspirant seeks skills & knowledge. It tries
to be more of a guide to students who find photography and
film making as their passion. Being a part of CLICK, one learns
much more than just photography. One learns to love art, the
basics of management of an event, the value of team spirit and
whatnot. CLICK provides an exposure that a photographer and
film makers needs and helps them to focus on exploring their
skills. 
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 PHOTOGRAPHY?
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 HOW TO TAKE LONG

EXPOSURE PHOTOS
ON A SMARTPHONE

"Be faithful in
small things because
it is in them that
your strength lies."



PHOTOGRAPHY
LONG EXPOSURE
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Long-exposure, time-exposure, or
slow-shutter photography involves
using a long-duration shutter speed
to sharply capture the stationary
elements of images while blurring,
smearing, or obscuring the moving
elements. 

Long-exposure photography
captures one element that
conventional photography does
not: an extended period of time.

The paths of bright moving objects
become clearly visible—clouds form
broad bands, vehicle lights draw
bright streaks, stars leave trails in
the sky, and water waves appear
smooth. Only bright objects leave
visible trails, whereas dark objects
usually disappear. Boats in long
exposures disappear during the
daytime, but draw bright trails from
their lights at night.
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“All our dreams can
come true, if we have the
courage to pursue them.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_blur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_trail
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If you've ever seen
light painting photos
from your friends on
Instagram, Facebook,
Flickr, or any other
social network feed
or if they've managed
to shoot an image
where a waterfall or
river looks cloudy and
smooth, the answer is
long exposure
photography. And it's
actually quite simple,
once you know
where to find the
settings, and have
the right equipment. 

Now, thanks to the
arrival of night mode
on so many modern
smartphones, you
don't need it for
creating great low
light shots, but those
aforementioned
exposure effects
that's not useful at all. 
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A lot of  Android smartphones
now have manual controls built
into their camera apps. Whether
you go with something from
Huawei, OnePlus, Samsung, Sony
or others, there are plenty out
there already capable of taking a
long exposure photograph. Head
to your default camera app, look
through the camera modes and
see if there's one named "manual"
or "pro". 

Once manual mode is activated,
you'll see a number of options.
The most important to take note
of are the ISO and Shutter Speed
settings. Shutter Speed is
normally indicated using a
shutter icon (circle formed of
interlocking segments), or an "S". 
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1. MANUAL MODE 2. LOCATE SHUTTER 
     SPEED



This is why it's also important to adjust the ISO, which defines how
sensitive the sensor is to light - it's a hangover from the days of film.

With a really high ISO, you not only run the risk of over-
exposing/having too much light and ending up with a bright white
image, with no detail, but also you will increase how much noise
appears. For any long exposure, it's good to take the ISO relatively
low. Select one of the two lowest options: 50 or 100. 
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3. ADJUST YOUR ISO
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USE A TRIPOD FOR
STABLE PICTURES

LOOK FOR IMAGES
WITH MOTION

Long exposure photography
renders you vulnerable to
camera shake, which typically
distorts images in undesired
ways. Use a tripod for long
exposures to steady the
camera. 

Look for images with motion.
Motion is an essential element
for long exposure photography;
without motion, there is
nothing in the image to
distinguish the passage of time. 
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 "However strong you become, never seek to bear
everything alone. If you do, failure is certain."
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Use bulb mode for long
exposures. Most cameras offer
a manual mode that lets you
set exposure times for as long
as 30 seconds. To go beyond
this, use your camera's bulb
mode. A bulb mode allows your
camera shutter to remain open
as long as you'd like. 

 Try a few test shots. Your first
attempt at a long exposure
shot doesn't have to be the final
image. The nature of long
exposure photography doesn't
always provide many chances
for do-overs— Before you take a
long exposure shot, try a few
short exposure shots first to
ensure you like the framing and
composition.

USE BULB MODE IN
CAMERA

TAKE A FEW 
SHOTS FIRST
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https://www.instagram.com/click_srcc/
https://m.facebook.com/ClickSRCC/?sk=checkin&_rdr
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjgfGIGOaMrsKfvd0Vspypw
https://in.pinterest.com/CLICK_SRCC/_created/

